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Dear Member,

We are here to help you focus on Hunt Related Activities and any questions you might have. Today we are 
focusing on a specific activity SCORES / IN-HOUSE POSTAL TARGETS. 

LET’S ANSWER SOME OF THE COMMON QUESTIONS.
*Click on the buttons below to navigate

*next page

5. VERY IMPORTANT! PLEASE WATCH THE FOLLOWING VIDEOS ON HOW TO MAXIMISE
YOUR EXPERIENCE ON THE NATSHOOT PORTAL

https://natshoot.co.za/
a.	https://natshoot.co.za/sport-shooting/postal-target-shooting/what-is-postal-target-shooting
https://natshoot.co.za/sport-shooting/postal-target-shooting/what-is-postal-target-shooting/correct-targets
https://natshoot.co.za/sport-shooting/postal-target-shooting/policy-in-house-postal-target-shooting
https://natshoot.co.za/sport-shooting/postal-exercises-and-rules
https://natshoot.co.za/training/shotgun-clay-target-shooting
https://natshoot.co.za/sport-shooting/postal-target-shooting
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=vc8VBV13NAM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=gKJVuvuFD7A
https://natshoot.co.za/sport-shooting/postal-target-shooting/what-is-postal-target-shooting


NATSHOOT SHOP
RELOADING

Reloading is a great hobby that can increase your enjoyment of shooting through the making of your own 
ammunition. You can also tailor-make the accuracy specifically for your firearms.

LET’S KICK OFF WITH A NOVEMBER DEAL

DIGITAL NIGHT VISION SCOPE HD 4-32X50 SIGHTMARK WRAITH

See the future in high definition with the new Sightmark Wraith 
4-32x50mm Digital Riflescope. Hunt with an advanced 1920x1080 HD 
sensor, providing full-color clarity in daytime; simply hit the left arrow 
to switch to night mode with classic emerald or black and white viewing 
options. The Wraith comes with a removable 850nm IR illuminator to 
provide an enhanced nighttime image and accurate target acquisition up 
to 200 yards. Customize your riflescope with 10 reticle options and 9 color 
choices to fit your needs. The Wraith features a built-in camera allowing 
users to record and share videos, 4.5-hours of battery life with 4 common 
AA batteries and an external MicroUSB port expands options for power. 
Wraiths also allow video recording and export.

WAS R 13,699.00    NOW R 12,850.00

PLUS, ADDITIONAL R200 OFF - SEE BELOW DISCOUNT VOUCHER.

*next page* previous page

http://natshootshop.co.za/
https://natshootshop.co.za/
https://natshootshop.co.za/collections/night-vision-scope/products/digital-night-vision-scope-hd-4-32x50-sightmark-wraith
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HERE ARE TIPS ON CHOOSING THE RIGHT DIES FOR ANY USE:

Pacesetter Dies Are for Semi-Auto Action Rifles

The Lee Pacesetter and RGB Series dies allow you to produce factory-sized ammunition for any rifle, 
starting with semi-automatic actions. If you have casings fired in other rifles, or you regularly reload 
multiple firearms, the Pacesetter and RGB dies are a good fit for you.

Collet Neck Sizing Dies Are for Precision

Lee’s Collet Neck Sizing Dies are for precision shooting from a single rifle. If you have used casings in 
one rifle and plan to reload for the same firearm, this choice of dies is ideal. No resizing lubricant is 
necessary.

Ultimate Rifle Die Set Is for Versatility

When you need reloading supplies for multiple guns and have cases used in other rifles, you need a 
solution like Lee’s Ultimate Rifle Die Set, which includes the Factory Crimp Die. This crimp is perfect for 
bottleneck cartridges and will improve accuracy while you’re on the hunt.

CHOOSING THE RIGHT DIES FOR YOUR RELOADING NEEDS

Carbide Three Die Sets Are for Controlled Brass

When reloading cases fired in handguns, the Carbide Three Die Set is a quality solution. Standard Lee 
Handgun Dies include the Carbide Sizing Die perfect for resizing cartridges for straight-walled pistols.

Carbide Deluxe Four Die Set

If you are looking for a carbide die set that includes a Factory Crimp Die the Lee’s Deluxe Four Die Set 
is the choice. The Carbide Factory Crimp Die is included in this set, a tool that allows users to separate 
bullet seating from crimping. Sizing features ensure casings will chamber in any handgun.

https://natshootshop.co.za/collections/reloading-dies


POWDER MEASURERS ARE AS IMPORTANT AS PRESSES

Always invest in a quality powder measure. With some powders a very 
small amount can mean the difference between a safe load and a trip to 
the hospital. So, spend the money on a good powder measure, and use 
it properly.
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KEEP A BULLET KINETIC BULLET PULLER

Mistakes happen. Powder measures can get out of calibration; 
sometimes the wrong primer gets used, and, sometimes 
you’re so sure that a new load will be a winner that you load 
up a big batch before trying it out at the range. Then you find 
out it performs like a dog. For whatever issue you run into, a 
kinetic bullet puller will let you to quickly break down your 
mistakes and reuse the brass.

BRASS CLEANING

There’s nothing more satisfying than seeing the sun shine on a batch 
of freshly cleaned spent casings.

Cleaning your cases also avoids scratching or galling the brass in 
the dies. The accumulation of debris in the interior of the cases can 
flake off and potentially contaminate your load. It also effects the 
accuracy of your reload although it is marginal gains it will make the 
difference between winning and losing

Also, you don’t want to put dirty cases back in your chamber after 
you just finished cleaning the chamber!

https://natshootshop.co.za/collections/reloading-equipment/products/powder-measure-mec-1311091-mecpowdermeasur
https://natshootshop.co.za/collections/reloading-equipment/products/kinetic-bullet-puller
https://natshootshop.co.za/collections/reloading-equipment/products/copy-of-ss-tumbler-wet-tumbler-1kg-media-trogtumbsst-1
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The Not-So-Arcane Art of Brass Annealing

A lot of us hear about annealing brass cartridges cases, and just 
assume it must be something that’s hard to do. Once you understand 
what annealing is, why it’s done, and what tools you need to do it, 
annealing is actually a fairly simple process.

What Is Annealing?

Annealing means heat treating the neck and shoulder of a brass 
cartridge case to make it softer so it will seal the chamber during 
firing. Unlike steel, brass gets softer as you heat treat it, not harder. 

Why Do We Anneal Brass?

One reason to anneal your brass is to extend its life, so you can reload it more times. One of the first 
signs that it’s time to anneal is splitting at the case mouth, or cracks in the neck or shoulders of your 
brass. Another thing to look out for is if it suddenly takes more pressure, or less pressure, to seat 
bullets into the cases than it used to. Once symptoms like these appear, many shooters think the brass 
is no longer usable and discard it. But as long as the primer pockets are still tight, these cartridge cases 
are still useable - if you anneal them properly.

BRASS ANNEALING

What makes brass cartridges become harder is firing the cases in your gun, and then working them in 
your reloading dies. Both those operations will cause brass to harden, which leads to splits and cracks 
in the cases.

https://natshootshop.co.za/collections/reloading-equipment/products/balistix-pro-annealer-ann


CAN’T FIND WHAT YOU ARE LOOKING FOR?
DROP US AN EMAIL AT

LOOK OUT FOR US ON FACEBOOK AND INSTAGRAM 
TAG US IN YOUR LATEST ADVENTURES WITH #NATSHOOTSHOP

•  FAQ’s •  COMPETITIONS

•  WHERE TO HUNT •  NATSHOOT QUICK NEWS ON TELEGRAM •  CONTACT US

QUICK LINKS

https://natshoot.co.za/how-to-faqs
https://natshoot.co.za/sport-shooting/annual-national-competitions
https://wildinn.co.za/
https://t.me/joinchat/AAAAAFWLgGV8wX4DEZyivw
https://natshoot.co.za/contact
mailto:sales@natshootshop.co.za
https://www.facebook.com/natshootshop/
https://www.instagram.com/natshootshop/
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